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Liturgical Penitential Rites  
in the Stryatyn Trebnyk of 1606

The historical and theological aspects of the Kyivan ecclesiastical tradition after the Union of 
Brest in 1596 on the basis of the liturgical sources are investigated. The development of the liturgical 
Rite of the Sacrament of Repentance in the first “Ukrainian” printed Trebnyks is the main aim of the 
research. As a result, the two Penitential Rites from the Stryatyn Trebnyk of 1606 are thoroughly 
analyzed in comparison with other liturgical sources, both manuscript and printed. The influence 
of the South Slavonic liturgical tradition, represented by the printed Trebnyks of 16th century, on 
the Stryatyn Trebnyk is demonstrated. Both unique elements of the Kyivan tradition and fragments 
based on the Nomokanon of Pseudo-John the Faster are analyzed.
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Liturgical documents present the implementation of the belief of a certain eccle-
siastical community on a practical level, that is, in its liturgical and prayer life. 
Therefore, they are a very important source for the study of doctrinal, theological 
and ecclesiological peculiarities of a local Church as well as national, cultural and 
linguistical aspects of a given nation, which constitutes the environment of com-
position of the liturgical document. The Stryatyn Trebnyk of 1606 is an important 
witness of the formation and self-perception of the new ecclesiastical community 
of the Kyivan tradition in the first decade after the Union of Brest (1596).

However, it should be stressed that there are no thorough studies of this 
Trebnyk, except general descriptions and references to it in the works of some 
bibliographers and historians, including Natalia Bondar, Roman Kyselov, Fedir 
Maksymenko, Irina Ozeryanskaya, Ihor Skochylias, Ilarion Sventsitsky, Jakym 
Zapasko and Iaroslav Isaievych. In the work by Piotr Hiltebrandt, along with a 
description of the Trebnyk, some parts of the document were published, including 
the Preface, table of content and colophon. The Trebnyk was also rather neglected 
by theologians, however the works of Alexandr Almazov and Heinrich Bernard 
Kraienhorst should be noted, as they provide an analysis of the penitential Rites 
in the Trebnyk.

Therefore, this paper aims at a critical analysis of the liturgical penitential Rites 
in the Stryatyn Trebnyk and a thorough commentary on both their prayer and di-
dactic components.

Source Description
The edition of the Stryatyn Trebnyk was initiated by Gedeon Balaban, the 

Orthodox bishop of Lviv and the exarch of the Constantinoplitan Patriarchate 
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(1530–1607)1. The Trebnyk was published in the printing house of his nephew 
Theodor Balaban (+1606) in a village Stryatyn (contemporary Western Ukraine) 
in 1606 by former apprentices of Symeon Budzyna. According to the colophon, 
the printing process started on July 22, 1605 and finished on September 19, 1606. 
The name of the editor is given as Theodore K. Iaroslav Isayevych points out 
that the majority of scholars identify him with Theodor Kasiyanovych, a teacher 
at the school of the Lviv Confraternity, nevertheless, Theodor from Rohatyn, the 
clerk of Gedeon Balaban, should be this person as well [3, p. 149]. The document 
was printed in quatro in black and red. It is the biggest printed Cyrillic Trebnyk 
(up to that time, 1606), comprising of 696 folia, including 681 numbered folia 
(foliation with Cyrillic numbers) and 15 unnumbered ones (8 at the beginning 
and 7 at the end of the book). The book is well decorated, including engravings 
of a decorated frame on the title page, Gedeon Balaban’s arms, headpieces, tail-
piece, initials. Pages are decorated with linear frames. It also contains a Preface 
and colophon.

It should be noted that so far, the Preface remains the main source of informa-
tion regarding the history of composition of the Trebnyk. It informs us that the 
Trebnyk is a part of a larger project aiming at the publication of liturgical books 
where the first book was the Service Book (Sluzhebnyk) printed also in Stryatyn 
in 1604. The Didactic Gospel (Uchytelnoye Yevanhelie) published in Balaban’s 
private printing house in Krylos (contemporary Western Ukraine) in 1606 was the 
third and last printed book of the project. Gedeon Balaban also planned to pub-
lish the Psalter2. The edition of the Trebnyk was entrusted to Balaban by Kyivan 
Metropolitan Mykhailo Rahoza and Bishops gathered at one of the Synods of 
Brest-Litovsk held in 1590–15953. Its edition was also supported and inspired by 
Meletios Pigas (1550–1601), the Alexandrian Patriarch and the Locum Tenens of 
the Patriarchal Throne of Constantinople. Gedeon Balaban affirms that this Trebnyk 
is based on the Greek Euchologion received from Meletios Pigas and represents 
the liturgical tradition of Mount Athos. The Stryatyn Trebnyk also contains some 

1 For the life and activity of Bishop Gedeon Balaban see, for instance, the works of Svetlana. 
Lukashova [1, p. 511–513] and Ihor Skochylias [2, p. 554–558].

2 For more on this topic see for instance in work of V. Stasenko [4, p. 166].
3 There is no unanimity among scholars about the Synod and year when it happened due to the 

lack of evidence about the event. Therefore, all suggestions are hypothetical. Between 1590 and 
1596, several Synods were held resulting in the Union of Brest in 1596. Gedeon Balaban was one 
of the initiators of the Union but finally rejected it. Consequently, the Synod of Brest in 1596 is 
terminus ante quem because Balaban remained an Orthodox bishop and majority of bishops, including 
the Metropolitan, became Uniates. Isaievych suggests, though without further argumentation, that 
the Synod of Brest in 1591 could have entrusted the edition of the Trebnyk to Gedeon Balaban 
because the book printing was on the agenda of the Synod that year [3, p. 147]. However, Eufimij 
Kryzhanovsky [5, p. 69] and Piotr Hiltebrandt [6, p. 20] suggested the Synod of 1590, at which 
liturgical problems were discussed. Nevertheless, there is no mention of the Trebnyk in the Acts 
of the Synod [7].
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elements of the local tradition, including the acceptance of apostates to Orthodoxy 
and consecration of the Holy Chrism [8, f. [2r]–[8v]].

From the linguistic analysis of Eufimij Kryzhanovsky, the 19th century Orthodox 
theologian, it follows that the author might have used some texts of various Cyrillic 
documents from different periods of time and different territories, including those 
of South Slavs [5, p. 72–74].

Gedeon Balaban requested the Greek Euchologion as a model for liturgical 
practice because after the analysis of different local, Wallachian, Moldovan and 
Serbian Trebnyks, a great diversity had been discovered among them [8, f. [3v]–
[4v]]. Unfortunately, the original manuscript signed by Meletios Pigas [8, f. [4v]] 
is unknown to contemporary scholars4. It should also be noted that before the pub-
lication of this Trebnyk, the Bishop of Lviv initiated a discussion about its content 
at the eparchial Synod [8, f. [5v]]5.

Gedeon Balaban aimed to structure the Trebnyk to be as universal and practical 
as possible. Besides common services which accompanied Christians from birth till 
death (beginning with the naming of the child on the 8th day), it contains among 
other material solid block of prayers for various occasion6, monastic services and 
ecclesiastical canons [8, f. [7v]–[8r]], including the Penitential Nomokanon of 
Pseudo-Zonaras7.

4 It should be noted that Kryzhanovsky disagrees with the affirmation of the Trebnyk’s title that 
the book was translated from Greek and points out that the Greek Euchologion could be considered 
only as a guideline for the creation and compilation of the Stryatyn Trebnyk [5, pp. 73–74]. 
Kryzhanovsky’s affirmation might be correct. Nevertheless, his argumentation is not sufficient to 
reach the same conclusion.

5 There is no reliable information and historical evidences about the date of the Synod gathering 
and its acts. Based on the Trebnyk’s Preface, Skochylias points out that the Synod took place in 
1606 but considers this date as terminus ante quem [9, p. LXV] because the printing of the Stryatyn 
Trebnyk was finished in September 19, 1606. However, the printing was started on July 22, 1605. 
Therefore, it might be more reliable to suggest that the content of the Trebnyk was discussed before 
the beginning of its printing rather than during this process. Book printing was quite expensive at 
that time and introducing even small changes could require additional expenditure.

6 In this block of prayers for various occasions there are also incorporated some penitential 
prayers, including the prayer for those who have bound themselves by a vow, the prayer for the 
absolution from every curse and the prayer for the cleansing from every defilement.

7 This Nomokanon is entitled as follows “tПрaвилъ с™hхъ Ґп7лъ, и3 бGонHсных& с™hхъ tц7ъ1 
зaповэди разли1чны” [8, f. 633r–678v]. For more about Balaban’s printing and the Trebnyk see, for 
instance the works of Bondar and Kyselov [10, p. 110, № 463], Isaievych [3, p. 147–154], Kameneva 
and Guseva [11, p. 15, № 16], Labyncev [12, 26–27, № 21], Maksymenko [13, p. 38-39, № 205]; 
Ozeryanskaya [14], Petrov, Biriuk and Zolotar’ [15, p. 31–32, № 49], Stasenko [4, p. 165–173], 
Sventsitsky [16, p. 72, № 243], Zapasko and Isaievych [17, p. 12 and 38, № 69]. Worthy of note is 
the work of Hiltebrandt, where along with a description of the Trebnyk some parts of the book were 
published, including the Preface, table of content and colophon [6, p. 12–33].
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The Rite for One Who Wants to Confess [His Sins] at the Beginning8

The Stryatyn Trebnyk contains two Rites of Confession entitled “Чи1нъ Бывaемы 
Ô е3гдA кто2 х0щетъ въ начaлэ и3сповэдaтисz∙ [= The Rite to Perform when Someone 
Wants to Confess [his sins] at the Beginning]” [8, f. 123r]9 and “и1Nъ И#сповэдaнIю1 
Кaко Подобaетъ пріимaти хотsщаго покaатисz, и3 и3сповэдaти своS грэхы2 [= Rite of 
Confession. How to Receive One who Wants to Repent and Confess His Sins]” [8, 
f. 139v]. They are placed on folia 123r–139r and 139v–154r respectively between 
the Rite of Holy Unction and the Order of Holy Communion.

The first Rite of Confession is started with a priestly exhortation, which should be 
said outside of the temple: “чaдо моE хотsщее nбнови1тисz чcтныM покаaніем6 [= O my 
child, who wants to be renewed by Honorable Repentance]” [8, f. 123r]. It should 
be noted that the practice of the beginning of the Rite of the Confession outside of 
a church is recorded in the first known Slavonic Glagolitic Euchologion Sinaiticum 
(from the 11th century). Nevertheless, this practice is lacking in other Slavonic 
Euchologia. The exhortation of the Stryatyn Trebnyk integrates two exhortations 
from the Euchologion Sinaiticum into one text, viz. “чzдо. нrнэ обновити сz хощеши 
[= Today, o child, you want to be renewed]” and “Слыши чzдо [= Listen, a child]” 
[21, f. 66v [178]–67v [187]]10 (with certain linguistic differences). The exhortation 
contains two main ideas, namely, the invocation of the sinner to repentance and 
instruction in the rudiments of faith.

Firstly, the priest emphasizes that God desires and waits for the sinner’s repentance. 
Sacramental Confession is considered as the renewing of the sinner, his rediscovering 
of the lost fatherland and rejoining God’s sonship. With regard to sinners who died 
without repentance the text suggests a very severe attitude. They should be treated 
as non-Christians because of such an indifferent attitude to personal salvation. This 
means that such a person “не вёрuетъ кRщeнію,11 ни въ с™uю трbцу [= Does not believe 
in Baptism and in the Holy Trinity]” [8, f. 1234v]. In other words, this person does not 
believe in and live a new life in God and with God. Moreover, such a sinner should 
be deprived of a funeral ceremony presided over by a priest and of the acceptance 
of offerings for Divine Services for his soul in a church12.

8 For the explanation of the meaning of this title see below.
9 This and subsequent translations are mine unless otherwise indicated. The structure of the Rite 

was presented in Church Slavonic by Almazov [18, 2.1.9] and in German with analysis by H. B. 
Kraienhorst [19, p. 204–205]; for a critical analysis of the Rite, see also in Almazov [20, c. 8–9].

10 The Euchologion Sinaiticum is cited according to Rajko Nahtigal’s edition [21]. The original 
Euchologium Sinaiticum foliation is indicated in square brackets, and the pagination of Nahtigal’s 
edition is given without them. Here the system of r[ecto] and v[erso] is used for indication of foliation. 
Thus, the system of a and b used by some scholars, in particular by Nahtigal, is adapted.

11 The word word “вьскрэшенью [= resurrection]” is used in the Euchologium Sinaiticum [21, f. 
66v [179]].

12 “дA наd так0выM не подобaетъ їе3рeњви nблещи1сz, ни приношeніа в6 цRко+ за нeго приноси1ти” [8, f. 
123v].
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The second doctrinal part presents the belief in the Holy Trinity, the Incarnation 
of the Divine Word, the death and resurrection of Jesus Christ, the Last Judgment, 
Baptism in the name of Three Divine Persons in order to be saved. The exhortation 
concludes with an affirmation that post-baptismal sins are cleansed through repentance 
and confession to God who ordered the realization of this mission to the priests on 
His behalf. After the priest has finished the exhortation, the penitent should enter into 
the temple. His inner repentance should be expressed externally, that is, he should 
enter “съ стрaхомъ, и3 смирeніемъ. и3 съгбeнама рукaма [= with fear and humility and 
with folded arms]” [8, f. 124v]13. Then he should make three prostrations14 at the 
priest’s request “поклони1сz Бо7µ къ нeмu же прибёгнuлъ е3си [= Make a bow before 
God to whom you have come]” [8, f. 124v]. While making the prostrations the peni-
tent should repeat after the confessor an acknowledgment of his own sinfulness and 
ask divine forgiveness “Бе7 nцёсти м6z грёшнаго и3 помlуй м6z. Ги7 съгрэши1хъ помlуй 
м6z. Безъ числA съгрэши1хъ поми1лuй м6z, и3 прости2 м6z [= O God, cleanse me, a sin-
ner, and have mercy on me; O Lord, I have sinned, have mercy on me; I have sinned 
countless times have mercy on me and forgive me]” [8, f. 125r].

Then the priest prepares the usual place for confession, that is he puts the Gospel 
and the cross on the analogion before the Altar15, and the sinner puts his head and 
hands on the Gospel. Then the confessor begins the usual opening prayers16, and 
proceeds with three Psalms, in particular 617, 3118 and 50; Creed and penitential 
troparia19: “Nбьz4тіа t§а [= The embrace of the Father]”, “ВъразбHиникы въпад0хъ 
[= I fell among robbers]”, “Слaва [= Glory]”, “Слeзы м6и дaждъ Бе7 [= Give me 
tears, O God]”, “и3 нн7э [= Now and ever]”, “Ѓзъ дв7о с™аа Бц7е [= I, the Virgin, 

13 Several terms are used for the identification of the confessant in “the Rite to Perform when 
Someone Wants to Confess [his sins] at the Beginning”, including “кто2 х0щетъ въ начaлэ и3сповэдaтисz 
[= someone who wants to confess [his sins] at the beginning]” [8, f. 123r]; “хотsй кaатисz [= the 
one who wants to repent]” [8, f. 125r]; “кazйсz [= the repented]” [8, f. 128v]; и4нокъ [= a monk] 
[8, f. 130r].

14 Kraienhorst explains that these should be “Prostrationen bis zur Erde [= prostrations to the 
ground]” [19, p. 204]. However, there is only a general indication for making prostrations in the 
text without any specification.

15 The ambiguity of the Church Slavonic term “w4лтарь” should be noted. It could mean both an 
Altar and a Sanctuary. However, from the perspective of church architecture it follows that these 
two notions are related, (that is the penitent, who is outside of the Sanctuary, makes prostrations 
before the Altar placed inside of the Sanctuary. Moreover, he should be separated from the Sanctuary 
by an Iconostasis.

16 “Блcвeнъ Бъ7 нaшъ. таже тrтое. пrтаа трÔце. tч7е нaшъ. ћко твоE є4стъ цrтво. Ги7 поми1лuй вi7. 
пріидэте поклони1м8сz гŴ [= “Blessed is our God”, then the Trisagion”, “Trinity Most Holy”, “Our 
Father”, “For Yours is the kingdom”, “Lord, have mercy” 12 [times], “Come, let us worship” thrice] 
[8, f. 125r].

17 There is an indication in the text of the Rite that the full text of Ps. 6 can be found on folia 
141 [8, f. 125r]. 

18 The full text of the Psalm.
19 Penitential troparia should be sung on Tone 1 [8, f. 126v].
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Holy Theotokos” [8, f. 126v–127r]. These troparia are a poetic retelling of Gospel 
parables. In particular, the first troparion presents a sinner as a person longing for 
the Father’s embrace just like the repentant Prodigal Son20. In the second troparion 
the sinner begs Jesus Christ for healing from sinful wounds like the man who fell 
among thieves21. The third troparion compares the sinner to the repentant Sinful 
Woman22. The last one is a Theotokion, that is an appeal to Mary, the Mother of 
God [Cf. 19, p. 206].

After the troparia, the rubric prescribes that the priest should say the prayer “n 
себЁ [= for himself]” [8, f. 127r]23 “Млcрдый и3 ми1лостивый Бе7. и3спытazй с®цz и3 ўтрHбы 
[= Compassionate and Merciful God, You try the hearts and minds]” [8, f. 127r]. This 
prayer can be considered as another textual version and contextual redaction of the 
similar prayer from the baptismal service “Бlгоuтр0бный и3 млcтивый Бе7. и3спытazй с®цz и3 
ўтрHбы [= Compassionate and Merciful God, You try the hearts and minds]” [8, f. 25v–
26v]24, but here it is more elaborated and adapted to the Sacrament of Repentance.

The prayer has two groups of petitions: one is for the confessor, the other – for the 
sinner. The internal orientation of this prayer is clearly expressed in other Trebnyks, 
for instance in the Kyiv Trebnyk of 1646, where the preceding rubric indicates that it 
is “[м]lтва t Їерez Тайнw гleмаz њ себЁ и3 њ кaющихъсz [= the prayer said secretly 
by the priest for himself and for the penitents] [24, p. 340].

In the first group of petitions the priest asks the Omniscient God to cleanse him 
of all his filthiness and to sanctify him so that he may perform the sacrament un-
condemned. He also asks for some specific faculties required for the administration 
of the Sacrament of Repentance, viz. “сл0во премø1дрости. ќмъ разu1менъ. […] блгdть 
ра€суждeніz д¦Hвъ [= the word of wisdom and an intelligent mind; […] the grace of 
discerning spirits]” [8, f. 128r], as well as general petitions, which include receiving 
divine power, strengthening for its administration and to form Jesus Christ in his mem-
bers. In other words that Jesus Christ can act in the confessor and through him. 

In the second group of petitions, the priest asks God for the penitent who desires 
birth or rather rebirth “и3сповэдaніемъ, и3 покаaніе M [= through confession and repen-
tance]” [8, f. 128r], to preserve him in true faith so that he may be a true member of 
the Church, to open his ear to be able to hear the confessor’s words, to confess his 
sins and receive their remission, as well as to improve in good, etc. 

When the priest has finished the prayer the penitent should make three prostra-
tions with the following words “Бе7 млcтивъ бõ1ди мн6э грёшномu [= God, be merci-

20 Lk 15, 11–32.
21 Lk 10, 30–37. Kraienhorst mistakenly defines it as “den Schächer am Kreuz (Lk 23, 39–43)” 

[19, p. 204].
22 Lk 7, 36–50.
23 Several terms are used for the identification of the minister in “the Rite to Perform when 

Someone Wants to Confess [his sins] at the Beginning,” including “д¦0вникъ [= a Spiritual [Father]]” 
[8, f. 123r]; “п0пъ [= a priest]” [8, f. 124v]; отецъ д¦0вний [= a Spiritual Father] [8, f. 130r].

24 According to the classification of Miguel Arranz, this baptismal prayer is [B5:1] [22, c. 328–330; 
23, c. 481–482]. See also the work of Kraienhorst [19, p. 204].
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ful to me a sinner]” [8, f. 129r], and say the all-embracing acknowledgment of his 
sinfulness with extended hands “И#сповэдaю тебЁ Ги7 Бе7 нб7си2 и3 земли2 вс6z тaйнаа 
с®ца моeго [= I confess to you, Lord, God of heaven and earth, everything that is 
in the secrecy of my heart]” [8, f. 129r]. This acknowledgment can be considered 
as another linguistic version of the text from the Didascalia Patrum in the Ustjug 
Kormčaja (the 13th – the early 14th centuries)25.

Then the priest exclaims “Го7µ помоли1м6сz [= Let us pray to the Lord]” [8, f. 129r] 
and says the prayer “Сhй превёчный влdко Ги7. сътвори1вый чlка по џбразu св0емu, и3 
под0бію [= You who are, Eternal Master, Lord, who created man after Your image 
and likeness]” [8, f. 129 r]. The same prayer is also found in the Baptismal Service, 
particularly in the 4th prayer of exorcisms in the block of prayers for the making 
of a catechumen [8, f. 20r–21r]26. Both prayers (from the Baptismal and Penitential 
Services) belong to different redactions and seem to derive from different sources. 
The author of the Trebnyk did not strive to bring them into accord with each of other. 
Miguel Arranz attributes the prayer from the Baptismal Service to Basil the Great 
[22, p. 328].

The anamnetic part of the prayer recalls that God granted “влaсть животA вёчнаго 
[= power of eternal life]” to human beings and did not abandon them after the Fall. 
Moreover, the Incarnation of Jesus Christ brought salvation to the world. Therefore, 
the priest asks God to change the life of the sinner from evil to good, to enable him 
to understand the truth of the Gospel, to give him a guardian angel, to protect him 
from any cunning of the devil, and make him a good member of the Church so that 
he could enter the Divine Kingdom after his righteous and sinless life.

Indeed, highlighting the parallels of this prayer and the previous one with the 
Sacrament of Baptism clearly presents sacramental Confession as a new birth of a 
Christian after the death of sin.

This prayer is followed by the extended all-embracing monastic acknowledg-
ment of sinfulness “Прости2 м6z t§е с™hи [= Forgive me, Holy Father]” [8, f. 130r], 

25 “исповэдаю ти сz Gи б7е нб7u и· земли1 всz яже въ таи·нэ срд7ца мого [= I confess to you, Lord, 
God of heaven and earth, everything that is in the secrecy of my heart]” [25, f. 86v]. According 
to Arranz’s classification this expression belongs to the group “[K91]: introductory stereotypical 
formulas of all-embracing confession”, in particular [K91:4] [26, c. 93, 315]. It is worth noting that 
the Didascalia Patrum is a part of the Nomokanon of pseudo-John the Faster, which is one of the 
oldest Greek penitential Nomokanon. The Ustjug Kormčaja (the parchment manuscript created in the 
13th – the early 14th centuries) contains the first preserved Slavonic translation of the Nomokanon 
of pseudo-John the Faster. For more about the Nomokanon of pseudo- John the Faster see, Van de 
Paverd F. [27] and Popelyastyy V. [28, c. 158–164].

26 It is worth noting that this prayer is divided into two prayers in the catechumenal rite, both 
of them are preceded by the priestly exclamation “Let us pray to the Lord.” The second one begins 
after priestly breathing on the forehead, mouth, and breast of the person with the words “И3ждени2 t 
него всsкъ лõкaвыи и3 нечи1стыи дu1хъ [= Drive from him every evil and unclean spirit]” [8, f. 20v]. 
According to the classification of Arranz, this baptismal prayer is [B3] [22, c. 328–330]. See also 
Kraienhorst [19, р. 205 and 139–144].
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entitled “И3сповэдaнiе къ Tц7оV д¦0вномu и4нокwмъ [= Confession of monks to 
a Spiritual Father]” [8, f. 130r]. It contains two long lists of sins and presents the 
penitent’s desires to confess all his sins, the admission of himself as the worst sin-
ner, and asking forgiveness from both God and the spiritual father.

The Rite is concluded with a long confessor’s prayer for forgiveness (six and half 
folia) “ВLко вLко въсёхъ ѕиждjтелю, сп7се дш7zмъ нaшимъ [= Master, Master, the Author 
of all, the Savior of our souls]” [8, f. 133r]. The rubric indicates that this prayer is 
“t д¦0внаго tц7а прощeніе [= the forgiveness from the Spiritual Father]”, but the headers 
and the table of content point out that this is “мwL^. ра€дрэшaлна t д¦0вника [= the 
prayer of absolution from the Spiritual [Father]]” [8, f. 133r–139r]27 and only one 
header indicates that this is “the prayer of forgiveness from the Spiritual [Father]” 
(мwL^. пращaлна t д¦0вника) [8, f. 137v–138r].

This prayer is not found in Greek sources, but is present in the Slavonic liturgi-
cal tradition. According to Almazov, the Cyrillic manuscript Sluzhebnyk of South 
Slavonic origin, dated to the 15th century (from the Moscow Synodal library, № 
307) contains this prayer (in a somewhat different version)28. Nevertheless, the 
scholar points out that this prayer is found only in the Stryatyn Trebnyk and the 
aforementioned manuscript. It is not an original composition but a compilation of 
various texts, including certain parts of the prayers “O Lord […] Who remitted sins 
of Peter and the Whore through their tears”, “O Lord […] Who gave forgiveness of 
the sins to David who was repenting” and “O Lord […] Who entrusted the key of 
Your Kingdom to Peter, Your Supreme Apostle” [20, p. 231].

Overall, the priest asks God for the penitent’s cleansing, absolution and forgive-
ness of all his possible sins and transgressions, including even different ecclesiastical 
penalties and heresies (a very extended all-embracing lists of sins is incorporated). 
The confessor also begs for healing of the penitent’s body and soul, correction of 
his life so that he may become worthy of receiving Holy Communion and entering 
the Heavenly Kingdom in future, etc.

According to Almazov, the aforementioned Rite is not the Rite of Confession per 
se, but the Rite of the renewing of Confession (ponovlenie) after the fulfilment of 
the penalty by a monk before the Eucharist. Therefore, the scholar explains that the 
ambiguous term “въ начaлэ [= at the beginning]”, which is used in the title, should 
be considered as “in obedience,” that is, in monastic life [20, p. 8–9]. Consequently, 
the title of the Rite should be translated as follows “The Rite to Perform when Some 
Monk Wants to Confess [His Sins]”. It should be mentioned that this Rite is lacking 
in other printed Trebnyks [cf. 20, p. 8].

27 It should be noted that the one header indicates “и3сповdё t д¦0вника [= the confession by the 
Spiritual [Father]]” instead of “мwL^. ра€дрэшaлна t д¦0вника [= the prayer of absolution by the 
Spiritual [Father]]”. It might be considered rather as typographical error. [8, f. 134v–135r; 8, f., the 
table of content, [2r]].

28 Almazov published the text of the prayer from the aforementioned Sluzhebnyk in Russian 
letters [18, 2.3.47; cf. 19, р. 205].
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Rite of Confession. How to Receive One who Wants  
to Repent and Confess His Sins

The usual Rite of the Sacrament of Repentance in the Stryatyn Trebnyk is very 
condensed and well structured. It might be divided into four parts, containing pre-
confessional, confessional, post-confessional and an additional group of prayers.

The pre-confessional part is quite similar to the South Slavonic printed Trebnyks 
of the 16th century29. There are only some small differences between them. In line 
with the South Slavonic Trebnyks the Rite of the Sacrament of Repentance in the 
Stryatyn Trebnyk begins with the presentation of the posture of the penitent when 
he is entering the temple, his meeting with the confessor and description of a place 
of the confession.

The opening rubric indicates that the sinner should enter the temple “съ стрaхомъ 
и3 смэрeніем6, и3 съгбeныма рукaма [= with fear and humility and with folded arms]” 
[8, f. 139v], which might be considered as an external expression of his repentance. 
The Stryatyn Trebnyk, like other South Slavonic Trebnyks, mentions a church as a 
place of Confession. The Ostroh Trebnyk indicates that the confessor may also take 
the penitent to some “мёсто без8м0львное [= silent place]” [37, f. 22 [3r]]30, though 
no explanation is given for changing the place of confession.

Then, according to the Stryatyn Trebnyk, the penitent31 should make three prostra-
tions to the ground “преd с™ымъ w4лтаремъ [= before the Holy Altar]”32 on the priest’s 

29 The first Cyrillic Trebnyk (Molytvennyk or Euchologion) was printed by hieromonk Macarius 
in the Cetinje printing house of Djuradj (Đurađ) Crnojević (contemporary Montenegro) in 1495. 
Nevertheless, the Rite of the Sacrament of Repentance as well as the Rites of the other Sacraments 
(with the exception of the Holy Orders) are not present in the Cetinje Trebnyk [29]. The dating of the 
South Slavonic printings is according to Evgenij. Nemirovskij [30]. Contemporary scholarship knows 
five Cyrillic Trebnyks from the 16th century, published in Goražde in 1523 (contemporary Bosnia 
and Herzegovina) [31], Venice in above 1540 [32], Târgovişte in 1545 (contemporary Romania) 
[33], Mileševa in 1546 [34] and in Venice in 1570 [35]. For more about the Rite of Confession in 
the 16th century South Slavonic printed Trebnyks, see Popelyastyy [36].

30 The article is based on two copies of the Trebnyk preserved in the Andrey Sheptytsky National 
Museum in Lviv (the library code: СДК 188, № 185 and СДК 189, № 186). Both copies are damaged. 
Later museum numerations made with pencil indicates actual folia in copies, which do not coincide 
with each other evidently. Therefore, I refer to the original signatures written in Church Slavonic 
numerals, indicated here in Arabic numerals. Consequently, the first number is the number of the 
signature and a number in square brackets indicates unnumbered folio including folio where the 
signature is marked.

31 The “Rite of Confession. How to Receive One who Wants to Repent and Confess His Sins” 
includes several terms for the identification of the penitent, including хотsй “покaатисz, и3 и3сповэдaти 
своS грэхы [= the one who wants to repent and confess his sins]” [8, f. 139v]; “хотsй кaатисz [= 
the one who wants to repent]” [8, f. 139v]; кaющыисz [= the repented] [8, f. 144r]; д¦Hвное чsдо [= 
the spiritual child]” [8, f. 145r]; и3сповёдникъ [= the confessant] [8, f. 148r]; и3сповёдaющиисz [= the 
one who is confessing]” [8, f. 152r].

32 Most probably the adjective “holy” means here “Altar” and not “Sanctuary”.
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request “поклони1сz Бо7µ до землS къ нeмu же прибёгнuлъ є3си [= Make a bow to the 
ground before God to Whom you have come]” [8, f. 139v]. This is the first time in 
the printed Cyrillic Trebnyk that the type of prostration is indicated by the confes-
sor33. In the Ostroh Trebnyk such a specification is prescribed by a following rubric 
[37, f. 22 [3r]], while in the South Slavonic printed Trebnyks it is not mentioned at 
all. The penitent should also acknowledge his sinfulness and ask divine forgiveness 
repeating after the priest the following formula “Ги7 съгрэшихъ, помluй м6z, и3 прости1 
м6z1 пріими2 м6z Ги7 кaющасz, помluи м6z и3 прости2 м6z1 Ги7 създaвыи м6z, и3 прости2 м6z1 
Ги7 без6числA съгрэшихъ, помluй м6z, и3 прости1 м6z [= Lord, I have sinned. Have mercy 
on me and forgive me; O Lord accept me who repent, have mercy on me and forgive 
me; O Lord, Who created me, forgive me; O Lord, I have sinned countless times. 
Have mercy on me and forgive me]” [8, f. 139v–140r]. This text might be considered 
as another redaction of the Ostroh Trebnyk’s formula34. The South Slavonic Trebnyks 
contain a shorter formula “Lord, I have sinned against you, have mercy on me”35.

Then the preparation of the place of confession follows. In line with the South 
Slavonic Trebnyks the priest puts the Gospel and the cross on the special table 
(analogion) in front of a Sanctuary and the penitent lays his hands and head on the 
Gospel and remains in this position till the moment of interrogation. It should be 
noted that there is no mention of the cross in the Ostroh Trebnyk [37, f. 22 [3v]].

Then the priest recites the usual opening prayers “Блcвeнъ Бъ7 нaшъ. тrт0е1 пrтaа 
трÔце1 по w4§е нaшъ∙ я4ко твоE є4стъ цrство1 Ги7 помlu°i1 [sic.] вi71 пріидёте поклони1м8сz∙ 
г•∙[= “Blessed is our God”, the Trisagion, “Trinity Most Holy”, after “Our Father”, 
“For Yours is the kingdom”; “Lord, have mercy” 12 [times], “Come, let us worship” 
thrice]” [8, f. 140r] followed by Psalms 5036 and 4, and the prayer “г7и Бе7 сп7сеніа 
нaшего [= O Lord, God of our salvation]” [8, f. 141r]37, then Psalm 6 and the prayer 
“Влdко Ги7 Бе7 нaшъ, призывazй прaвеdникы въ с™hню [= O Master, Lord our God, Who 

33 For the identification of the confessor in the “Rite of Confession. How to Receive One who 
Wants to Repent and Confess his Sins” several terms are used: “п0пъ [= a priest]” [8, f. 139v]; 
сщ7eнникъ [= a priest]” [8, f. 144r]; отецъ д¦0вний [= a Spiritual Father] [8, f. 145r]; д¦0вникъ [= a 
Spiritual [Father]] [8, f. 152r].

34 “Съгрэши< Gи прости2 м6z, пріими2 м6z Gи кaющагосz и3поми1луи мS. Gи њцэсти1мz грэшнаго, 
създaвыи мz Gи и3поми1луй мS. без8числA Gи съгрэши1хъ, прости2 мS и4мени твоeго рaди с™го [= I have 
sinned, O Lord, forgive me; O Lord, accept me who repent and have mercy on me; O Lord, cleanse 
me, a sinner, O Lord, Who created me, have mercy on me; I have sinned countless times, O Lord, 
forgive me for Your holy name’s sake]” [37, f. 22 [3r]–22 [3v]].

35 “ги7 сьгрёшихти помиluи1ме” [31, f. [24v]]; “ги7 сьгрэшихти помиlu’и3ме” [34, f. [28v]]. There 
is a slight difference in the Venetian printings, viz.: “Lord, I have sinned, have mercy on me” “Gи 
сьгрёшихь помluи6ме” [32, f. [1r]]; “Gи сьгрэшихь помилuиме” [35, f. [1r]]. According to the Venice 
1570 edition the penitent should himself say the aforementioned expression and not repeat it after 
the priest. There is also an indication that this is a common practice [35, f. [1r]].

36 Only the first words of the Psalm are indicated.
37 According to the rubric, the prayer should be said aloud. According to Arranz’s classification, 

the prayer belongs to the group “[K1]: priestly prayers over those who are doing penitence,” in 
particular [K1:3a] [26, p. 38, 93, 101].
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calls the righteous to holiness]” [8, f. 142r]38 follow. The minister concludes the 
pre-confessional part with reciting Psalm 1239 and the prayer “Ги7 Бе7 сп7си1телю нaшъ∙ 
и3же прр^Oком6 тв0имъ наfaномъ [= O Lord, God our Savior, Who, through Your 
Prophet Nathan]” [8, f. 143v]40.

In the first prayer, the priest addresses God and recalls His mercifulness, His 
Incarnation for the sake of human salvation, and His desire for the conversion of the 
sinner and not his death. Thus, the confessor asks God to give to the sinner “u3твръждeнно 
мёсто покаaніа [= a place of thorough penitence]” [8, f. 141r], forgiveness of all his 
trespasses committed willingly and unwillingly, and finally for the connection and 
uniting of the penitent to the Church. Miguel Arranz points out that the prayer instructs 
how to do penitence, which should last for a certain time [26, p. 54].

In the second prayer, the confessor prays that God, Who desires the growth of righ-
teous men in holiness and the conversion of sinners, may accept the repentance of the 
penitent, forgive him all his sins and dirtiness (“сквeрны”) [8, f. 142v] and keep him 
safe from sinful inclinations, especially corporal ones. The confessor also begs for the 
cleansing of the penitent’s conscience and for his strengthening in fulfillment of the 
divine commandments that he may became worthy of receiving Holy Communion. The 
final aim of the penitent’s conversion is his inheritance of the Heavenly Kingdom.

According to Arranz, the prayer describes the last two (the 4th and the 5th) of 
four (five) stages in the ancient penitential practice: praying by penitents outside 
the temple; then, being in the temple only during the Liturgy of Word; later, kneel-
ing and staying during the Liturgy of the Faithful, and finally, the reception of the 
Eucharist (the 5th stage) [26, p. 56].

In the third prayer, the confessor, at first, appeals to God’s mercy and refers to two 
Old Testament penitential examples, in particular God’s forgiveness of the sins of 
David and Manasseh after their repentance. Similarly, the priest asks God to accept 
the penitent and forgive his sins, like the two kings. The confessor also highlights 
and recalls that the Lord Himself has ordered to forgive others many times41, and 
that He is the God of all sinners who repent.

Arranz suggests that this prayer indicated the beginning of the fulfillment of the 
ancient practice of the public penitence. During the long period of the penance, the peni-
tent was excluded from the participation in communal prayers and from the reception 
of the Holy Eucharist [26, c. 43]. It should be noted that there is a shift in addressees 
of the prayer: at the beginning the prayer is directed to God the Father and later, with 
references to the Gospels, it appeals to Jesus Christ. This can be explained by a lat-

38 According to the classification of Miguel Arranz, the prayer belongs to the group “[K1]: priestly 
prayers over those who are doing penitence”, in particular [K1:4] [26, p. 38, 93, 101–102].

39 It is worthy noticing that there are given the full texts of Psalms 4, 6, 12 in the Stryatyn 
Trebnyk.

40 According to the classification of Arranz, the prayer belongs to the group “[K1]: priestly prayers 
over those who are doing penitence,” in particular [K1:1b]. [26, p. 38, 93, 102].

41 Rephrasing Mt 18:21–22 the prayer indicates that it should be done “седм7десsтъ седмери1цею [= 
seventy times seven]” [8, f. 143v].
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ter addition to a more ancient first part of the prayer [38, p. 44]. Nevertheless, from a 
theological point of view, the prayer emphasizes the continuity of God’s mercy towards 
a human person. It is the same God who forgave in the Old Testament, who promised 
forgiveness in the New Testament and who forgives a concrete sinner today.

There are the two main redactions of this prayer. Arranz dates the earliest written 
sources containing this prayer to the 8th and the 11th centuries respectively. The 
oldest and the simplest redaction of the prayer is found, for instance in the Codex 
Barbarinianus graecus 366 (the South Italian Greek manuscript, the 8th century) 
and in the Euchologium Sinaiticum [26, p. 42–44], and can be dated to the 4th–5th 
centuries [26, p. 90]42. 

All the aforementioned three prayers are also known in the tradition of Greek 
Euchologia. They can also be found in the pre-confessional part of the Rite of the 
Sacrament of Repentance in the Euchologium Sinaiticum as well as in the printed 
South Slavonic Trebnyks and the Ostroh Trebnyk. Though they have certain linguistic 
and intertextual differences, as they are derived from different contexts, the struc-
ture of the pre-confessional part in the all these Trebnyks is the same. More solid 
differences are between printed Trebnyks and the written Euchologium Sinaiticum. 
The manuscript contains additional prayer at the beginning of the part. There is also 
a discrepancy with regard to Psalms between the documents. The Euchologium 
Sinaiticum, prescribes Pslams 4, 12, 24, and 37 [21, f. 208 [72r]–230 [77r]] and the 
printed Trebnyks – Pslams 50, 4, 6, and 12.

The confessional part of the Stryatyn Trebnyk is in line with the South Slavonic 
Trebnyks (but with the tradition which preceded the Venetian Trebnyk 1570). It 
starts with the confessor’s raising of the sinner and questioning him “и3 въпрашaетъ 
е3го сълюб0вію, и3 ти1хостію и3 смирeніем6 [= and questions him with love and in meekness 
and with humility]” [8, f. 144r]. Then instruction for the confessor “н3 въпрашaетъ е3го 
[= and [the confessor] question him [the penitent]]” [8, f. 144r] follows, explaining 
how to exhort the penitent to reveal all his sins and overcome shame in confessing 
them before the priest. Afterwards there is the exhortation “Нн7э чaдо [= Today, O 
child]” [8, f. 144r], concluded with the question about the corruption of the penitent’s 
virginity “и3сповёждъ м6и чaдо […] кaко е3си двcтво своE раздрuши1лъ [= Confess me 
everything, O child, […] how did you destroy your chastity?]” [8, f. 144v]. The simi-
lar instruction for the confessor and question about the corruption of the penitent’s 
virginity are found in the Didascalia Patrum [25, f. 86v and 87r respectively].

Next there is the second instruction for the confessor “Дост0итъ ўбо tц7емъ 
д¦0внымъ [= Spiritual Fathers, should]” [8, f. 145r] follows. The confessor should 
not be ashamed to question the penitent even about different sexual sins, including 

42 On the basis of the structure and content of this prayer both Almazov [20, c. 174] and Arranz 
[26, c. 90] suggest that it was composed before the 6th century. However, Almazov seems to be 
mistaken in his referring to the Rite of Confession, wrongly attributed to John the Faster, the Patriarch 
of Constantinople (582–595), for the dating of the prayer [20, с. 174–175]. We do not have any 
extant sources earlier than the Codex Barbarinianus graecus 366.
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incest and bestiality. Otherwise the confessant might hide some sin and not confess 
it because of shame.

The confessional part concludes with the all-embracing stereotypical formula 
of confession “Исповэдu1юсz Бо7µ1 и3 прчcтэй е3го м™ри [= I confess to God and His 
Most Pure Mother]” [8, f. 146r], which the penitent repeats after the priest. By this 
formula the confessant indicates that God, the Theotokos, the angels, all the saints 
and the confessor are witnesses of his confession. In other words, he confesses his 
sins before all of them. The confessant also declares his intention to make his con-
fession as full and as detailed as possible. He also declares his will for repentance 
with God’s help and asks the priest concerning forgiveness.

It is worth noting that such all-embracing confession of personal sinfulness of 
different types and redactions are found in other liturgical documents, including 
the Euchologium Sinaiticum [21, f. 68r [189].], the Euchologium Slavonicum [40, 
f. 44r] and printed Trebnyks.

As in the already mentioned printed Trebnyks, the post-confessional part in the 
Stryatyn Trebnyk begins with the penitent’s prostration, which he makes on the con-
fessor’s request. According to the Ostroh Trebnyk, when the priest says the following 
prayer, the penitent should prostrate [37, f. 51 [2v]]. Then the minister says loudly the 
prayer “Ги7 Бе7 нaшъ, и3же петр0ви, и3 блdu1ници слезaми грэхы2 nстaвивъ [= O Lord, our 
God, Who remitted the sins of Peter and the Whore through tears]” [8, f. 146v], then 
he reads the two Scripture readings (the same as in the Ostroh Trebnyk: 1 Tim 1,15–17 
and Mt 9,9–1343), followed by the litany44 and the block of the Dismissal45.

In the aforementioned prayer “O Lord, our God, Who remitted the sins of Peter 
and the Whore through their tears” the confessor appeals to three Gospel examples 
of forgiveness of sins, namely to Peter, the Whore and the Publican, asking the 
Lord to accept likewise the confession of the penitent’s sins and overlook all of 
them, which were committed willingly and unwillingly, “сл0вом и3ли дёлоM, и3ли 
помышлeніемъ [= by word, either deed or in thought]” [8, f. 146v]. 

The earliest Greek witnesses to the prayer are dated to the 8th century [26, p. 44]. 
The prayer is present in both the earliest Greek and Slavonic manuscripts, in particular 
the Codex Barbarinianus graecus 366 [39, p. 190 and 408, N 202; cf. 26, p. 44] and 
the Euchologium Sinaiticum (but in different linguistic versions) [21, f. 77r [230]–77r 
[232]; cf. 26, p. 102]. This prayer belongs to the post-confessional part in the latter 
one and also in the printed Trebnyks. The prayer was originally composed, as Arranz 

43 There are slight linguistic differences between the Ostroh Trebnyk and the Stryatyn Trebnyk 
in the texts of the prayer “O Lord, our God, Who remitted the sins of Peter and the Whore through 
their tears” and Scripture readings. 

44 The Litany consists of two petitions and a doxology. The first petition is a general request for 
God’s mercy. The second petition asks forgiveness of the penitent’s sins. There is an indication in 
the text that “Lord, have mercy” should be recited 50 times after the second petition and nothing is 
mentioned after the first petition [8, f. 147v–148r].

45 “посeмъ, чcтнэйшu херuви1мъ1 слaва1 и3нн7э1 и3tпu1стъ [= Then “More honorable than the cherubim,” 
“Glory: now and ever,” and the Dismissal]” [8, f. 148r].
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suggests, for private repentance without the fulfillment of an official confession of sins. 
Such confession of sins was only practiced in monastic communities [26, p. 46].

According to Arranz, such prayers are not prayers of priestly absolution or for-
giveness. It seems, as the scholar suggests, that the main duties of the confessor were 
the hearing of the avowal of sins and imposition of the penance. In fact, the minister 
had to determine the length of the period that the penitent should be deprived of 
Holy Communion [26, p. 90] along with the fulfilment of certain ascetic practices, 
for instance, fasting, prayers, etc.

Next (after the Dismissal) there are the post-confessional exhortation “Чaдо, 
небø1ди т6и тsжко кaющuт6исz [= O child, may it not be difficult for you to repent]” 
[8, f. 148r]46; the rubric47 and the instruction about the imposition of the penance 
“Не подобaеть зaповэдь даsти проти1ву грэхu2, но2 е3же изв0литъ съхрани1ти [= The 
penance should be given not against sin but as much as one wish to preserve]” [8, 
f. 150v]. The importance of the proposed approach to the imposition of penance is 
emphasized by a marginal note “зр6и [= Keep in mind]” on the left margin, in front 
of the words “Не подобaетъ [= It’s not fit?)]” [8, f. 150v].48 The texts of the instruction 
in the Stryatyn Trebnyk and the South Slavonic Trebnyks (with the exception of the 
Venetian Trebnyk of 1570) contain only small differences, mostly grammatical.

The post-confessional exhortation aims at encouraging the penitent to fulfill the 
imposed penance which implied an ecclesiastic expulsion and standing outside of the 
church for forty days [8, f. 148r]. Such a practice is justified as divinely established 
and transmitted by the Apostles and Fathers, its aim being the cleansing of the peni-
tent for the reception of Holy Communion. By numerous examples from the Holy 
Scriptures the priest also stimulates the sinner to different ascetic practices and growth 
in spiritual virtues during the time of penance in order to help the sinner to improve 
his life and enter the Divine Kingdom after Jesus Christ’s Second Coming.

Such an exhortation is found in all the aforementioned Slavonic liturgical docu-
ments. The Euchologium Sinaiticum prescribes that the penance should last a certain 
short period of time (“мало врэмz”) [21, f. 69r [195]], while all printed Trebnyks 
clearly indicate 40 days [31, f. [27v]; 32, f. [4v]; 33, f. [9v]; 34, f. [32r]; 35, f. [4v]; 
37, f. 24 [3r]49]. It seems, they refer to the period of Lent.

The instruction about the imposition of a penance clearly indicates that the confes-
sor should impose a penance on the penitent as heavy as the sinner is able to fulfil50. 

46 The version of the exhortation is closer to the text in the South Slavonic Trebnyks than to that 
in the Ostroh Trebnyk. The Venetian Trebnyk of 1570 is an exception.

47 “и3посeмъ дaсть е3му зaповэдь є3ли1кw м0жет6 храни1ти [= And after those he [the priest] will give 
him [the penitent] the penance as much as he is able to keep]” [Stryatyn 1606, 150v].

48 Stryatyn 1606, 150v.
49 It should be noted that there is a substantial difference between Ostroh Trebnyk and Stryatyn 

Trebnyk in their confessional and post-confessional parts.
50 “и3посeмь дaсть е3му зaповэдь є3ли1кw может6 храни1ти [= and after those he [the priest] will give 

him [the penitent] the penance as much as he is able to keep]” [8, f. 150v]. This instruction is lacking 
in the Ostroh Trebnyk.
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The rubric and the instruction itself are based on the Nomokanon of pseudo-John 
the Faster, in particular on the Didascalia Patrum, repeating and rephrasing) certain 
ideas (even whole blocks of text) regarding the imposition of the penance. 

The distinction between the rubric and the instruction should be noted. The 
imposing of the penance is determined by the penitent’s ability according to the 
rubric and by his wish according to the instruction. Only the Venetian Trebnyk of 
1570 harmonizes the demands of both of them.

This distinction can be explained by the text of the Didascalia Patrum, where 
the same terminological duality is present. The confessor should ask the penitent 
“то можеши схранити заповэдь [= what kind of command are you able to keep?]” 
[25, f. 88v; cf. 27, p. 212]. Nevertheless, he should impose the penance according 
to the penitent’s wish [25, f. 88v–89r; cf. 27, p. 212 and 241–242]. Though there is 
a difference between terms, both texts present the idea that the penitent can choose 
one of two ways of fasting while he fulfills the penance.

According to the instruction in the Trebnyk, the minister, imposing the penance, 
should have a personal approach to the penitent and pay attention to his individual 
peculiarities, for instance his age and spiritual level. The heavy penance should 
be imposed upon one who committed a small number of sins but who takes care 
about his spiritual growth. Such an approach would help him to obtain not only the 
forgiveness of sins [cf. 25. f. 89r] but also a reward from the Lord for his efforts 
(“вэнeцъ нетлeнный [= imperishable crown]” [8, f. 151; cf. 25. f. 89r])51.

The text of the instruction about the imposition of a penance (discussed above) 
also contains a short list of sins related to the abortion and contraception about which 
the confessor should interrogate penitents of both sexes. For the imposition of the 
penance, the minister should also consider the age of the penitent (under the age of 
thirty or over), the type of sin (according to nature or against it), the number of sins 
and the duration of the sinful state. The instruction points out that the gravest sin is 
unworthy receiving of Holy Communion. Therefore, the penitent should be ques-
tioned about such a case as well [cf. 25, f. 90v–91v]. The instruction concludes with 
guidelines regarding the fasting rules, based on the first way of the fasting regime of 
the Didascalia Patrum. Contrary to the Ustjug Kormčaja and in line with the Greek 
versions, they suggest three days of fasting (Monday, Wednesday, and Friday) instead 
of two days (Wednesday and Friday) [cf. 25, f. 94r–94v]. The Stryatyn Trebnyk (as 
well as in the South Slavonic printed Trebnyks) has a stricter attitude to the fasting 
regime than the Didascalia Patrum. For instance, the Trebnyks (except the Venetian 
Trebnyk of 1570) prescribe that on the fasting days penitents should eat only once a 
day, and all Trebnyks allow only fish and no meat for religious feasts, while in the 
Didascalia Patrum there are no limitations on food on those days.

51 This recommendation about the imposition of a difficult penance on sinners, who committed a 
small number of sins, is not present in the Venetian Trebnyk of 1570. Nevertheless, it also emphasizes 
the personal approach to the confessant. The Trebnyk strongly recommends that confessors neither 
impose difficult penances on penitents nor refuse them (penitents) confession [35, f. 6r].
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Unlike the South Slavonic Trebnyks52, the Rite of Confession in the Stryatyn 
Trebnyk concludes with two prayers of absolution and the final Dismissal (the sec-
ond time)53. The prayers are as follows “Бъ7 прости1вый наfaноM дв7да [= God, Who 
through Nathan forgave David]” [8, f. 153r]54 which is preceded by the exclamation 
“Let us pray to the Lord,” and the prayer “Бlгоўтр0бне Ги7 бlгjй и3 чlколюби1вый1 [= 
Compassionate Lord, good and Lover of mankind]” [8, f. 153v]55. The introduc-
tory rubric to the first prayer clearly indicates its purpose: “Мlтва разdрэши1ти 
и3сповёдника гlма t д¦0вника [= The prayer to absolve the confessant said by the 
Spiritual [Father]]” [8, f. 152v]56. The rubric before the second prayer repeats the 
same idea, viz. “мlтва, дрu1гаа под0бнаа т0йже [= the second prayer similar to that]” 
[8, f. 153v].

The first post-confessional prayer consists of two parts. The first, anamnetic, 
part contains a list of biblical characters who received forgiveness of sins through 
their repentance, in particular King David, Apostle Peter, the Whore, the Publican 
and the Prodigal Son. The minister also recalls the order of the Lord: “и3сповэдайте 
дрu1г6 дрu1гу съгрэшeніа [= Confess to one another [your] transgressions]” [8, f. 153r]. 
Consequently, he asks God, who is always faithful to His promise, for forgiveness 
of all the sins of the community. The second part of the prayer affirms that Jesus 
Christ Himself will forgive the penitent everything he has confessed to the confessor 
before the Lord and the sinner will be saved on the day of His Judgment.

According to Arranz, this type of prayers was initially used by non-ordained 
monks to assure the sinner of God’s forgiveness of sins. This type of prayers is de-
clarative, viz. prayers that declare the reception of forgiveness of sins for penitents, 
after their usage by an ordained confessor. [26, p. 70–75]. Like the post-confessional 

52 The five concluding prayers in the South Slavonic Trebnyks are the folowing: the prayer 
for receiving of the Eucharist “May the most merciful Lord have mercy on you;” two prayers for 
absolution after the completing of the penance “O Omnipotent Eternal God” and “O Lord Almighty, 
Omnipotent Compassionate God” (different from the Stryatyn Trebnyk); the prayer without title “O 
Lord Jesus Christ, Almighty God;” and the prayer for Adelphopoiesis [brother-making] “O Lord, 
our God, Who has granted us everything for [our] salvation”.

53 “tпu1стъ [= the Dismissal]” [8, f. 154r].
54 We find a similar prayer with slight differences in the Euchologium Slavonicum (the first 

post-confessional prayer) and in the Ostroh Trebnyk. According to the classification of Arranz the 
prayer belongs to the group “[K4]: formulae of desire (or declaration) for divine forgiveness said 
by the Spiritual [Father] (often not ordained),” in particular K4:3 [26, pp. 38; 93; 322–323; cf. 19, 
p., 216].

55 This is another version of the prayer “Compassionate and merciful Lord, good Lover of man-
kind” in the Ostroh Trebnyk and the prayer “Compassionate good Lord, Lover of mankind” from the 
Euchologium Slavonicum with a different final doxology. A similar prayer to the “Compassionate 
Lord, good and Lover of mankind” with the same final doxology “Ћко млcтивъ и3 чlколю1бец6 Бъ7 
е3си” [8, f. 154r] is classified by Arranz as the prayer belonging to the group [J] “Absolution from 
canonical bounds,” in particular [J1:1a] [26, pp. 381; 382–383; cf. 19, p., 217].

56 This prayer is preceded by the priestly exclamation “Го7µ помолиMсz [= Let us pray to the 
Lord]” [8, f. 152v].
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prayer (with some differences), it is present in the Slavonic liturgical tradition, par-
ticularly in the Didascalia Patrum where it is the only prayer besides Psalms 50 and 
69 [25, f. 86v–89r], in the Euchologium Slavonicum (the first post-confessional 
prayer) and in the Ostroh Trebnyk.

The anamnetic part of the second post-confessional prayer indicates that the 
Heavenly Father sent His Son into this world to dissolve the recorded debt of hu-
man sins and release His people from the bonds of sin and proclaim their libera-
tion. Therefore, the priest also prays that God liberate the penitent from the bonds 
of sin and enable him always to come to Him “и3 съ дръзновeнієM и3 чcстою съ1вэстію 
проси1ти t тeбе богaтыz млcти [= and with daring and pure conscious asks Your great 
mercy]” [8, f. 153v–154r].

This is another version of the prayer “Compassionate and merciful Lord, good 
Lover of mankind” in the Ostroh Trebnyk [37, f. 25 [1v]] and “Compassionate good 
Lord, Lover of mankind” from the Euchologium Slavonicum [40, f. 47r] with its 
own final doxology, which is different from the other two Trebnyks57. The second 
prayer is also lacking in the South Slavonic Trebnyks.

Conclusion
From what has been discussed so far, it follows that the Stryatyn Trebnyks of 1606 

contains two well-structured penitential Rites. Both of them were to be perform in a 
church. The first Rite begins with a priestly exhortation (outside of a temple) “O my 
Child, who wants to be renewed by Honorable Repentance”. Then after entering the 
temple, the penitent makes three prostrations repeating after the confessor an acknowl-
edgment of personal sinfulness and asking God’s mercy. Next, the priest begins by 
reciting the usual opening prayers, three Psalms (6, 31 and 50), penitential troparia and 
the prayer for himself “Compassionate and merciful God, You try the hearts and minds”. 
Then there are three prostrations of the penitent with the Publican’s prayer “God, be 
merciful to me a sinner”, his all-embracing acknowledgment of personal sinfulness 
with extended hands “I confess to you, Lord, God of heaven and earth, everything that 
are in the secrecy of my heart”, then the prayer “You who are, Eternal Master, Lord, 
who created man after Your image and likeness”, and the all-embracing monastic ac-
knowledgment of sinfulness “Forgive me, Holy Father”. The Rite is concluded with 
the priestly prayer “Master, Master, the Author of all, the Savior of our souls”.

It seems that this Rite belongs to monastic practice and it was performed by a 
monk after his completion of an imposed penalty (which might last for a certain 
period of time) before the reception of the Holy Eucharist. Therefore, it might not 
be considered as the Rite of the Sacrament of Repentance per se. Such a Rite or 
even a similar one is not found in any other liturgical documents.

57 The similar prayer to the “Compassionate Lord, good and Lover of mankind” with same 
final glorification “Ћко млcтивъ и3 чlколю1бец6 Бъ7 е3си” [8, 154r] is classified by Arranz as the prayer 
belonging to the group [J] “Absolution from canonical bounds,” in particular [J1:1a] [26, p. 381; 
382–383; see also 19, p. 217].
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Contrary to the first Rite, the second Rite is a clearly a sacramental Rite of Confession. 
It also begins with three the penitent’s prostrations, acknowledgment of personal sinful-
ness and begging of God’s mercy. After this the penitent puts his hand and head on the 
Holy Gospel which is placed on the analogion before the Altar. The priest also recites 
the usual opening prayers. Then follow the pre-confessional block of four Psalms (50, 
4, 6 and 12) and three prayers (“O Lord, God of our salvation”, “O Master, Lord our 
God, Who calls the righteous to holiness” and “O Lord, God our Savior, Who, through 
Your Prophet Nathan”). Next, the minister raises up the penitent and questions him 
about his sins. This confessional part also contains two instructions for interrogation of 
penitents, the priestly exhortation “Today, O child” and the all-embracing stereotypical 
formula of confession. Having completed his confession of sins, the penitent makes 
a prostration and the priest says the prayer “O Lord, our God, Who remitted the sins 
of Peter and the Whore through their tears”. The Scripture readings, the litany, the 
Dismissal and the exhortation “O child, may it not be difficult for you to repent” fol-
low. Then the confessor imposes a penance on the confessant. The Rite is completed 
with two prayers of absolution (“May God, Who through Nathan forgave David,” 
“Compassionate Lord, good and Lover of mankind”) and the Dismissal.

The indication given in the text of the Rite of the Sacrament of Repentance for the 
second and final Dismissal might be a reason to suggest that the Rite was considered 
as one entity from the penitent’s entrance into the church till the final Dismissal. 
Thus, the Rite of Confession consists of four parts: pre-confessional prayers, the 
confession of sins, the imposition of penance with accompanying exhortations, in-
structions, prayers and readings, and finally, the absolution of sins. It appears that 
the penance to be undertaken was normally fulfilled after the Rite of Confession. 
The presence of the first Dismissal, mentioning the forty days’ expulsion and long 
penances in the text might be remnants of the earlier penitential tradition, which 
was not in use anymore in that area. Consequently, the Stryatyn Trebnyk contains 
a more compact Rite of Confession in comparison to the South Slavonic Trebnyks. 
For instance, there are only two prayers for absolution in the Stryatyn Rite instead of 
five in the South Slavonic documents (the prayer for the receiving of the Eucharist, 
two or three prayers for the absolution after the completion of the penance and 
specifically South Slavonic prayer for Adelphopoiesis [brother-making]).

The second penitential Rite in the Stryatyn Trebnyks testifies to a strong South 
Slavonic influence. Nevertheless, it also contains elements of another approach based 
on the Kyivan liturgical tradition, including Scripture readings and the prayers of 
absolution [cf. 45, pp. 231–232].
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SUMMARY
Попелястий Василь

Літургійні покаянні обряди у Стрятинському требнику 1606 р.
Фокусом статті є дослідження історичних та богословських особливостей Київського 

християнства після укладення Берестейської Унії у 1596 р. на основі свідчень тогочас-
них літургійних джерел. Основною метою праці є дослідження та аналіз літургійного 
обряду Таїнства Покаяння у перших “українських” друкованих требниках, зокрема у 
Стрятинському требникові 1606 р., в котрому містяться два літургійні покаянні обряди. 
Тексти цих покаянних обрядів було ретельно вивчено та проаналізовано у порівнянні з 
іншими літургійними джерелами, як рукописними, так і друкованими. Серед проаналі-
зованих слов’янських рукописних джерел слід зокрема зауважити наступні: Синайський 
евхологіон (Euchologium Sinaiticum) (глаголичний рукопис ХІ століття) та Слов’янський 
евхологіон (Euchologium Slavonicum, Borg. ill. 15), створений у XV–XVI ст. для вжитку 
Київських Митрополитів. Серед друкованих джерел до уваги брались требники видані 
у Горажде 1523 р., Тирговіште 1545 р., Мілешеві 1546 р., та два венеційські видання бл. 
1540 та 1570 рр., а також требник, виданий в Острозі 1606 р. Як наслідок, було вивче-
но та представлено вплив південно-слов’янських требників XVI ст. на обряд Таїнства 
Покаяння у Стрятинському требнику. Також досліджено як власні унікальні елементи, 
так і фрагменти, основані на “Номоканоні” псевдо-Івана Посника, зокрема у його частині 
відомій під назвою “Didascalia Patrum чи Вчення Отців”. Слід зауважити, що “Номоканон” 
псевдо-Івана Посника є найдавнішим Візантійським пенітенціалом, який мав також зна-
чний вплив і на слов’ян. Найдавніший його переклад слов’янською мовою, поміщений в 
“Устюжській кормчій” (ХІІІ (?) – початку ХІV ст.). 

Ключові слова: требник, Стрятинський требник, літургійний обряд, сповідь, покаяння, 
покута


